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10 days border experience Switzerland round trip (M-ID: 2274)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2274-10-days-border-experience-switzerland-round-trip

from €1,529.00
Dates and duration (days)

Switzerland is a small country and yet has a lot to offer. Four languages are spoken here and our
tour offers a border experience of a special kind.

From lovely lake landscapes to gigantic mountains, we
experience a variety that guarantees exciting motorcycle
tours. Our tour guide is Swiss, he knows the languages and
the conditions of the country. With him this trip will be a
real holiday for all senses.
Experience a motorbike tour counter-clockwise and with it a
journey that is different. On this tour, we travel through
Switzerland, around Switzerland and all the neighbouring
countries.

Tour schedule:
Day 1
The meeting point for our tour is at Lake Constance, where
we spend the first evening. The common evening gives us
the opportunity to get to know the other participants and
our tour guide will make you curious about the upcoming
days.

Day 2
After an extensive breakfast we start rested and ride
westwards around Lake Constance. Our first stop will be in
Canton Schaffhausen. In Stein am Rhein the Rhine Falls,
one of the three largest waterfalls in Europe, await us. After
a short refreshment we continue our journey westwards.
Along the Rhine and close to the German border we will
cross the cantons of Zurich, Aargau, Baselland, Jura and
Solothurn. In the late afternoon we reach our hotel in the
midlands at the foot of the Jura.

Day 3
We continue west and today we cross our first pass, the
Scheltenpass with 1051 m altitude and 12% gradient, which
is often underestimated. It connects the canton of
Solothurn with the canton of Jura and with it a region where
the language changes from German to French. Soon we
cross a part of the canton of Bern and continue in the

canton of Jura. Along the border with France, we cross the
magnificent Doubs Nature Park with its seemingly
untouched nature and pass through one of the most
important watchmaking regions in Switzerland, the home of
TAG-Heuer watches and renowned manufacturers of
measuring instruments.

Day 4
Today's route takes us in the direction of Geneva. We take
small side roads and change borders again. We skilfully
bypass the city of Geneva and for that we have to go high
up. Short and crisp, we take a very demanding route up to
1307 m altitude, from where we enjoy a magnificent view of
the landscape. On the French side we descend again to
Lake Geneva to Évian-les-Bains, where the next hotel awaits
us and with it the wonderful French mineral water Evian.

Day 5
After an extensive breakfast we start in south-east
direction. Shortly after entering Switzerland we pass the
cantons of Vaud and Valais in the Alps. French is spoken
here in the west and German in the east, and our tour guide
will of course be happy to help you understand. The Valais
has a lot to offer, due to the very low rainfall, wine thrives
here very well and the highest mountain in the Alps radiates
its charm here. We will not reach the Matterhorn, but we
will climb the Simplonpass with its 2005 m height. We ride
over narrow and winding roads in the direction of Lago
Maggiore back to Switzerland, where we reach our hotel in
the canton of Ticino, also known as the sun parlour of
Switzerland.

Day 6
We start at almost 200 m above zero and will climb up to
2000 m altitude. The route takes us first to the Lago di
Lugano and from there further south until shortly before
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Como. From here, the route goes steadily upwards, we pass
the Splügenpass and then enter Switzerland again. Past the
reservoir in Sufers we pass through two well-known gorges
in the canton of Graubünden. High cliffs, only a few metres
apart at the narrowest points, provide pure adrenalin. From
here we continue to the Julier Pass, where we reach our
hotel in the middle of the "Pearl of Julier".

Day 7
Today we will have a day off from touring. The region has a
lot to offer and who likes can explore the surrounding
alpine passes (Julierpass, Flüelapass, Albulapass) on their
own.

Day 8
After breakfast we start immediately uphill and experience
a spectacular pass marathon with a multitude of altitude
records. We reach the 2000 m altitude several times and
the Umbrailpass with over 2500 m altitude becomes the
cream of today's tour. We ride through the beautiful
Engadine, experience the "Kitesurfer Paradise of the Alps"
and pass the famous St. Moritz. From now on the list of
passes will be exciting and almost endless, Bernina Pass,
Umbrail Pass, Ofenpas. In the Lower Engadine we leave
Switzerland at its easternmost point towards Austria and
spend the night in the famous ski resort of Nauders.

Day 9
From Nauders we go to Landeck in Tirol and further west to
Ischgl. Soon we reach Bludenz in Vorarlberg and from here
our stage destination is not far away. In the late afternoon
we reach our hotel at Lake Constance, where we started a
few days ago. The last evening together gives us the
opportunity to review our experiences of the last days in a
comfortable round.

Day 10
Today is goodbye. Exciting riding days are behind us. We
were rewarded with unique, beautiful panoramas and
feelings that opened our hearts, in an intensity that is
unfortunately rarely experienced. It is not a farewell forever,
the next adventure is already waiting for us!
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a
booking of two people. All single travellers are asked to choose the single room
surcharge or choose to share a twin room with another tour participant)

€1,529.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider)

€1,429.00

per person single room (surcharge – all single travellers need to choose either the single
unshared room surcharge or a shared twin room surcharge depending on their
preference)

€300.00

per person option “Shared Twin Room” (If you as a single rider do not want to pay the
single room surcharge, then this option may be suitable for you. You will initially be
charged the single room surcharge which will subsequently be refunded or removed
from the final invoice if a suitable roommate can be found for you.

€300.00

Included

7 guided tours with a German tour guide who is familiar with the country

9 nights with rich breakfast in carefully selected hotels

8 excellent dinners in the hotels (three-course menu or gourmet buffet)

For the evening together in Evian we use a restaurant near the hotel with excellent cuisine (self-pay).

Souvenir gift

Not included

Petrol

Drinks, meals (if not stated separately in services)

Travel Cancellation Insurance

More details
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Total distance: 2000 km

Daily stages: 260 to 310 km

Tour start: Memmingen (D)

Tour end: Memmingen (D)/ with change of hotel

Our tour groups are deliberately kept small and are limited to 10 motorcycles on this tour. The minimum
number of participants on this tour is 6.

For guests who transport their motorcycles by car to the hotel of arrival, there is a parking possibility for cars
and trailers at the hotel for the time of the tour.

Luggage transport - No:

There is no escort vehicle available for this tour. Each participant transports his luggage independently on the
motorcycle.

Difficulty Level:

Medium (SG 2): This tour includes many curves and partly also serpentine routes. The tours are a mix of tight
corners and long corners at normal speed. A part of the tour are small passes with tight curves, normal
gradients and mostly winding routes, which require a good eye control and the safe control of the motorcycle.
Due to the partly long daily stages a good condition is necessary.

Our tour groups are deliberately kept small and limited to 8 motorcycles on this tour. The minimum number of
participants on this tour is 6.
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